Charm++ - Cleanup #2028

Replace use of deprecated std::mem_fun with lambdas

11/08/2018 04:48 PM - Sam White

Status: Implemented  Start date: 11/08/2018
Priority: Normal  Due date: 
Assignee: Sam White  % Done: 0%
Category: 
Target version:  

Estimated time: 0.00 hour  
Spent time: 0.00 hour

Description
If you compile Charm++ using -std=c++17 clang will error on std::mem_fun.

History
#1 - 11/08/2018 06:26 PM - Sam White
- Assignee set to Sam White
- Status changed from New to Implemented
- Tracker changed from Bug to Cleanup

https://charm.cs.illinois.edu/gerrit/#/c/charm/+/4797/

With this one change we can build Charm as C++17.

#2 - 11/11/2018 02:18 PM - Sam White
- Subject changed from Replace deprecated std::mem_fun with std::mem_fn to Replace use of deprecated std::mem_fun with lambdas